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"GIS HAS BROUGHT OUT THE BEST IN ME"
BY ALITI DWEIN BEITAKI
AS A 24 YEAR OLD WOMAN IN THIS FIELD AND THE YOUNGEST TEAM MEMBER OF THE
COVID 19 INCIDENT MANAGEMENT TEAM - MOHMS, BEING ABLE TO DELIVER TO MEET
THE NEEDS OF THE COUNTRY DURING THE COVID 19 RESPONSE WAS THE BIGGEST
MILESTONE OF MY LIFE.
IAM BLESSED THAT IN THE EARLY YEARS OF MY CAREER, I HAVE BEEN GIVEN A CHANCE
TO JOIN THE OTHERS IN RESPONDING TO THE CALL OF THE NATION. I WAS PUSHED TO
PRODUCE EVEN WHEN I WAS OFF MY LIMITS. IT WAS THROUGH THIS EXPOSURE WHERE
I FULLY UNDERSTOOD MY POTENTIAL AND WHAT I CAN CONTRIBUTE AS A YOUNG
WOMAN IN GIS. GIS HAS BROUGHT OUT THE BEST IN ME
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FOURTH MEETING OF THE EXPERT GROUP ON LAND
ADMINISTRATION MANAGEMENT & INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR ON
UNGGIM
The United Nations Global Geospatial Information Management Section, Statistics Division,
Department of Economic and Social Affairs and the Government of Singapore through the
Singapore Land Authority jointly organised the expert meeting and international seminar together
with the United Nations Expert Group on Land Administration and Management. The International
Seminar is supported by the Regional Committee of United Nations Global Geospatial Information
Management for Asia and the Pacific (UN-GGIM-AP).

The expert meeting of the United Nations Expert Group on Land Administration and Management was a closed
meeting, by invitation only, allowing members of the Expert Group together with invited experts to review,
consider and discuss its progress to-date, follow through on the guidance and decisions of UN-GGIM, and in
particular, its ongoing consideration to translate concepts into practical guidance for the implementation of the
FELA at the country level. It also allowed the Expert Group to consider, deliberate and address issues and
opportunities for inclusive, integrated and effective land administration, facilitates peer-to-peer exchange of
information, experience and practices, affords networking whilst attending to the business and activities of the
EG-LAM
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LAUNCHING OF THE DIGITAL EARTH
PACIFIC PROJECT
The Honorable Minister for Lands and Mineral Resources, Jone Usamate
officiated the opening of the Digital Earth Pacific workshop yesterday at
Tanoa Plaza. The Digital Earth Pacific Project will support the development
of an operational earth observation system that will disseminate spatial
datasets derived from satellite imageries to Pacific Island nations. This
system will allow member states to make critical and informed decision
making to combat the challenges faced by the Pacific in areas of climate
change, food security and the impacts of natural disasters. Leveraging
such technologies will assist in understanding the ever changing
environment and its impacts for better preparedness, planning, response
delivery and recovery.

This project is
proudly funded by
SPC, Australian AID
and National
Oceanic and
Atmospheric
Administration
(NOAA)

The event was hosted by the Secretariat of the Pacific Community
(SPC) with more than 20 attendees from various government
agencies and tertiary institutions. The aim of the workshop was to
undertake a detailed needs assessment with the various
government stakeholders and to better understand how geospatial
technologies and earth observations can be best applied to
address national level thematic priorities. Experts from the various
government ministries had a chance to discuss their current
resources and areas where Earth Observation could step in and
improve the current work processes.
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UN SATELLITE CENTER HUMANITARIAN RAPID MAPPING
Since 2001, UNOSAT has been providing satellite imagery-based solutions and capacity development to UN
programmes, specialized agencies and Member States to support the achievement of sustainable development goals.
The United Nations Economic and Social Council, in 2021, approved a resolution recognizing UNOSAT as the United
Nations Satellite Centre. This decision provides UNOSAT with the mandate to provide United Nations funds,
programmes, specialized agencies and Member States and territories with satellite analysis, training and capacity
development at their request.

UNOSAT Rapid Mapping services, operational since 2003 provides satellite imagery-based analysis during
humanitarian emergencies, both for natural disasters and conflict-situations. Available 24/7 to process requests, a
dedicated team of experienced analysts ensures timely delivery of satellite imagery derived products like maps,
reports and data are ready for use in Geographic Information Systems (GIS) tailored to country needs. UNOSAT
Rapid Mapping is typically activated in the event of flooding, earthquakes, storms, landslides, volcanoes, oil spills,
chemical waste, refugee and Internally Displaced Person (IDP) camp mapping, conflict damage assessment and
situation analysis. UNOSAT benefits from a variety of sources for its satellite imagery such as free and open source,
commercial vendors, International Charter Space and Major Disasters (natural and technological disasters only) and
in-kind donations. The service is free of charge to UN member states, sister agencies and humanitarian entities
operating in line with UN policies during the emergency phase.
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UN SATELLITE CENTER HUMANITARIAN RAPID MAPPING
Synchronised with the Humanitarian Programme Cycle, UNOSAT offers a full range of products to the humanitarian
community with timely and reliable information, based on satellite imagery analysis most appropriate for different
phases of humanitarian operations. For humanitarian emergencies, interested parties from humanitarian agencies or
member states can contact on email emergencymapping@unosat.org or call the 24/7 hotline (+41 75 411 4998).

Upon reception, UNOSAT assesses the request and activates our Rapid Mapping service if all prerequisite conditions
are met. Once the Emergency Mapping service is activated, a production plan is shared within hours with the
requesting entity. Suitable satellite imagery is immediately acquired by UNOSAT from various sources, including
freely available data, commercial providers as well as the International Charter Space and Major Disasters. The
imagery is then processed by UNOSAT and products are delivered following the geospatial catalogue standards.
Roughly 40% of UNOSAT activation benefits from free satellite images provided by the International Charter Space
and Major Disaster venture. The International Space Charter is a worldwide collaboration between space agencies,
through which satellite data are made available for disaster monitoring purposes. In combining Earth observation
assets availed by different space agencies, the Charter pulls resources and expertise together for effective
coordination of rapid response to major disasters thus helping civil protection authorities and the international
humanitarian community. UNOSAT is a charter partner and can have various roles from Activation requestor, Project
Manager to value adding technical support depending on the type of request and situation

UNOSAT has also established regional
liaison offices in Nairobi (2013) and
Bangkok (2014) for closer communication
and coordination to ensure smooth
delivery of services with end-users in
different regions.

With an ever growing presence in the South Pacific Fiji, Solomons Islands and Vanuatu, UNOSAT is
trying to establish closer ties with respective focal point ministries to custom tailor the services
according to country needs. UNOSAT will continue to build a stronger relationship with the
government beneficiaries in the region through their new flagship project “Strengthening Capacities
in the use of Geospatial Information for Improved Resilience in Asia-Pacific and Africa (2021-2014)”.
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FIJI ROADS AUTHORITY GIS TRAFFIC COUNT APPLICATION

The basis of an efficient GIS system is a datacorrect and reliable data. For traffic modelling, the
use of traffic count data is a good baseline for
understanding the level of performance of your
road network. Historically in Fiji, traffic count were
done on an annual basis programmed to capture
daily counts along the major highways and arterial
roads around Fiji.
Nowadays, through sectoral collaborations, Fiji
Roads Authority works with Lands Transport
Authority to access their daily traffic counts from
their speed cameras located at various locations in
Viti Levu. These dataset is very useful in assisting in
designing the roads lifespan as well.

Traffic count data, in its dynamic environment, has been easier to map using modern data
visualization tools provided in ArcGIS Pro and even QGIS Plugins. The 12 year historical traffic
count data (2000- 2012) from PWD/ DNR that have been stored previously as excel tables and
charts have now been mapped by FRA GIS using these platforms, and this will be very useful
when comparing the change in traffic flow in the past, mitigate for present circumstances and
plan for future models as well.
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UNGGIM 14 FUNDAMENTAL DATA THEMES
This publication presents the Global Fundamental Geospatial Data Themes as 14
themes considered fundamental to strengthening a country’s geospatial
information infrastructure. UNGGIM, at its seventh session under decision 7/104,
adopted the proposed minimum list of global fundamental geospatial data themes.
At its eighth session, the detailed theme descriptions were presented. An
interactive presentation of the themes2 , developed by the UN-GGIM Secretariat,
acts as a companion piece to this publication.

Implementing the themes will necessitate the integration of information from
National Geospatial Information and Mapping Agencies, National Statistical Offices
and other institutions to produce standardised, fundamental data, for use within
Member States, and also, to support initiatives such as the implementation of the
2030 Sustainable Development Agenda and its 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). They are also a key supporting foundation for overarching policies, such as
the Integrated Geospatial Information Framework
The themes were developed by the Working Group on Global Fundamental
Geospatial Data Themes and led by UN-GGIM: Europe. This Working Group
comprised representatives from national governments and international
organisations. The work programme of the Working Group was conducted in a
highly interactive and engaging process of consultation with all of UNGGIM’s
Regional Committees, Subcommittee, and Working- and Expert groups, ensuring
that where possible existing resources were used. During this consultation to
establish the themes and their descriptions, there was a specific focus to consider
the needs of small island developing states (SIDS) and that the themes were
developed to be technical in nature
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GEONODE TRAINING
SECRETERIAT OF THE PACIFIC COMMUNITY (SPC)

The training was hosted by SPC under the Pacific
Catastrophe Risk Assessment and Financing Initiative
(PCRAFI) 2 project, which includes the Disaster and
Community Resilience (DCR) programme of the
Geoscience, Energy and Maritime (GEM) Division of
the organization. Members of the government
departments and private sectors in Fiji and the Pacific
Community were invited to attend the 2 day intense
and hands on training.

GeoNode is a platform
designed to store and
disseminate geospatial
information. It brings together
mature open-source software
projects under an easy to use
interface. With GeoNode, nonspecialized users can share
data and create interactive
maps. The understanding of
such a Spatial Data
Infrastructure and its use for
geospatial data is mandatory
for better management of data.

Users were trained on how to use the application in
order to share spatial data to interested parties as well
how to fully maximise what the application offers to
meet the needs of the various organisation they work
for. The training also allowed users to perform basic
analysis on QGIS and how to publish data online
through web servicing.
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DATA COLLECTION USING KOBO & TERRAFLEX SOFTWARE MINERAL RESOURCE DEPARTMENT

The training was organised by Mineral Resource Department which
was aimed at upskilling the current fieldwork techniques administered
at the Department. Participants were taught on how to create an
account, designing digital questionnaires that meets the purpose of
the field work, collecting data, applying differential correction, viewing
and sharing the data. KOBO Toolbox and Terra Flex were used for this
training exercise which exposes the officers on effective data
collection techniques to ease the process of data retrieval from the
field. Long term the Department is looking to upgrade their skillset on
Arc GIS Pro and Arc Online products.
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LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT THROUGH INTERNSHIP
PROGRAM

The Ministry of Lands & Mineral Resources have housed more than 20 trainees from
2018 to present. These were fresh graduates from the University of the South Pacific
under the School of Geospatial Through the Geospatial Division, interns are given a 6
months internship contract whereby they are rotated from one section to another
overtime. They are given opportunities to learn the work each section carries out and at
the same time contribute to meeting the Annual Workplan targets. These officers have
either been appointed in house or moved to other GIS departments in Fiji. Below are
some of the testimonies based on what they have gained during their internship period :
Ms. Jean'ee Bentley
Bachelors Degree - Geospatial Science (Developer)
Systems Application Unit
"I chose GIS as my career path because I
find it quite fascinating, particularly how
different GIS technologies and techniques
are used to help understand geographical
frameworks."

The 23 year old has always taken great interest in analyzing data as well as creating
informative maps that would contribute to improving the livelihoods of people in our
communities. She sees herself as a GIS Developer managing databases and analyzing
geospatial information once she completes her internship program.
THE CROSS ROAD
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LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT THROUGH INTERNSHIP
PROGRAM
Mr. Leone Oliver Tuivanuaso
Bachelors Degree - Geospatial Science (Analyst)
Draughting Office
"I was introduced to GIS by a professor
who mentioned that the program is new
but somewhat demanding. I took the
challenge and i made it through"

"Lands Department has helped molded the way i percept things and has boosted my
confidence in handling geospatial problems". This were the words of Mr. Tuivanuaso
who hails from Ovalau and currently with the Draughting Unit of the Division. He sees
himself as an analyst in the future and not just limited to that but diversify his skills in
land administration, resource planning and remote sensing. He recommends Lands
Department to anyone who wishes to gain work experiences as it has paved a
standard for anyone in the geospatial industry to follow.
Ms. Elenoa Vateitei
Bachelors of Commerce - Geospatial Science (Analyst) &
Land Management
"Growing up, I’ve always been fascinated
with town planners and maps. Being
introduced to GIS in USP has helped me
merge both areas of interest, Town and
Country Planning and Mapping into one"

This internship has given me the opportunity to gain hands-on experience. It has
better my understanding on the fundamentals and importance of GIS not only within
the Air Survey Unit, but within the GIM Division and the Ministry as a whole. Also, this
internship has helped me with time management (i.e. in terms of achieving the sections
weekly targets and ensuring that the customer service is efficient). More importantly,
this internship has enforced the value of accountability and responsibility; especially in
terms of the work that has been requested for me to carry out.
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LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT THROUGH INTERNSHIP
PROGRAMS
Ms. Emilina Takala
Bachelors Degree - Geospatial Science (Developer)
Fiji Geospatial Information Unit
"I chose the Ministry of Lands and Mineral
Resources for internship because it is the
hub for GIS in Fiji and this would be great
place to gain experience in this field"
"

This internship has encouraged me to be confident in the work that I do and the way
that I communicate with people. I have learnt a lot of things which wasn't covered at
the University especially in terms of applying the skillsets i've gained in real life
situations. Iam enjoying this experience and would be blessed to secure a post in this
Ministry. Learning never stops thus, i encourage all the graduates to come and kick
start your career at Lands Department, you may never know where it can take you.

Ms. Arti Singh
Bachelor of Science: Geospatial Science (Analyst) &
Land Management & Development
"First year of university, hearing the words
Geospatial science I was curious and
decided to go for it. Fast forward three
years later, I’m so glad I took the leap to try
something new because it’s been an
interesting journey so far"

In the statutory team (GIM Division) that I am currently part of, I often assist
customers that come in with different land issues. This has taught me confidence in
applying some of the geospatial and land management skills I had learnt in my
university studies. This internship has also advanced my knowledge on other software
that deals with GIS outside of what I’ve learnt from university. It has also given me an
opportunity to network with people that have been in the Geospatial science field for
a long time, learning important career tips from them every chance I get
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" BREAK THE BIAS " - INTERNATIONAL WOMENS DAY
2022
Imagine a gender equal world.
A world free of bias, stereotypes, and discrimination.
A world that is diverse, equitable, and inclusive.
A world where difference is valued and celebrated.
Together we can forge women's equality.
Collectively we can all " Break the Bias"
This year marks the 111th year of International Women's Day with its theme " Break
the Bias". Geospatial Science has always been a male dominated field due to the fact
that conducting field work is more male oriented. Over the years, the women of our
society have stepped up and proved that they can also actively contribute in the
geospatial sector. The Council would like to recognize the contributions of all the
women involved in raising the standard of Geospatial Information in Fiji. Below are
some of the testimonies by the Women in GIS :
Ms. Sophia Ali
Geospatial Officer
Ministry of Lands & Mineral Resources
29 years of Experience
"Iam blessed to have witnessed the migration of
manual maps to digital which is what the younger
generation are using nowadays. Being a woman in
this field has boosted my confidence and has
recognised my contribution in raising the standards
of geospatial practice in Fiji"
Ms. Salanieta Kitolelei
PHD Student
University of the South Pacific
15 years of Experience
"Working with GIS has helped me ignore my
limitations as a woman and enabled me to show
how gendered knowledge can be represented on
paper to inform management and localized
solutions for local environmental challenges.
"
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" BREAK THE BIAS " - INTERNATIONAL WOMENS DAY
2022
Ms. Ilisapeci Koli
GIS Officer
Ministry of Women Children & Poverty Alleviation
2 years of Experience
"Seeing other enthusiastic, strong-willed and
confident young women thriving in this field has
helped me to become what I am today, it has also
motivated me to strive to make a difference with
the GIS knowledge in the area of work I am
undertaking"
Ms. Salote Baleisuva
Vaccination Data Manager/OSM Volunteer
Ministry of Health & Medical Services
10 years of Experience
"GIS has really changed my perception of dealing
with situations because GIS measures, analyzes,
and provides well-informed datasets depending on
the quality of the data to make reliable and robust
decisions for decision-makers"

Ms. Litia Takamaiyale
Principal Scientific Officer
Ministry of Lands & Mineral Resources
10 years of Experience
"Attaining a leadership role in the field of GIS in the
Department has proved that women are capable of
leading in this field of work that encompasses
cartography, spatial, statistical analysis, database
management, and programming that best supports
and achieves the output for the Government of the
day"
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" BREAK THE BIAS " - INTERNATIONAL WOMENS DAY
2022
Ms. Kamsin Raju
Local Resilience Officer (UN
Habitat)
Nadi Town Council
4 years of Experience
"I was enamored by GIS and all it could do during
my first visit to USP and decided to pursue it to
explore and map the world how I found interesting.
4 years later, as a professional, I’m excited to know
that I’ve barely scraped the surface of what is
capable with GIS and I’m eager to discover more!"
Ms. Raijieli Divala
GIS Technician
Fiji Roads Authority
22 years of Experience
"Working with GIS has changed the way I think and
act especially working for a roading industry. Gis has
helped answer many different questions regarding
transportation,
from
identifying
hazardous
intersections and improving road optimization, to
choosing cost effective path for a new road"

Ms. Vikatoria Williame
Senior Geospatial Officer - GIS
Ministry of Lands & Mineral Resources
20 years of Experience
"I've learned to work harder and smarter than my
male colleagues and learn more in GIS to stay in the
game, especially here at Lands Department the
alternative is to not to be taken seriously"
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